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Abstract

We show that Nechiporuk’s method [26] for proving lower bounds for Boolean formulas can be

extended to the quantum case. This leads to anΩ(n2/ log2 n) lower bound for quantum formulas

computing an explicit function. The only known previous explicit lower bound for quantum formulas

[27] states that the majority function does not have a linear–size quantum formula. We also show that

quantum formulas can be simulated by Boolean circuits of almost the same size.
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1 Introduction

Computational devices based on quantum physics have attracted much attention lately, and quantum al-

gorithms that perform much faster than their classical counterparts have been developed [12, 21, 22]. To

provide a systematic study of the computational power of quantum devices, models similar to those for

classical computational devices have been proposed. Deutsch [9] formulated the notion of quantum Tur-

ing machine. This approach was further developed by Bernstein and Vazirani [5], and the concept of an

efficient universal quantum Turing machine was introduced.As in the case of classical Boolean computa-

tion, there is also a quantum model of computation based on circuits (or networks). Yao [27] proved that

the quantum circuit model, first introduced by Deutsch [10],is equivalent to the quantum Turing machine

model.
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Since every Boolean circuit can be simulated by a quantum circuit, with at most a polynomial factor

increase in its size, any nontrivial lower bound for quantumcircuits could have far reaching consequences.

In classical Boolean circuit theory, all nontrivial lower bounds are for proper subclasses of Boolean circuits

such as monotone circuits, formulas, bounded-depth circuits, etc. In the quantum case also it seems that

the only hope to prove nontrivial lower bounds is for proper subclasses of quantum circuits. So far the only

such known lower bound has been derived by Yao [27] for quantum formulas.1 The quantum formula is a

straightforward generalization of the classical Boolean formula: in both cases, the graph of the circuit is

a tree. Yao has proved that the quantum formula size of the majority function MAJn is not linear2; i.e., if

L(MAJn) denotes the minimum quantum formula size of MAJn thenlimn−→∞L(MAJn)/n = ∞. This

bound is derived from a bound on the quantum communication complexity of Boolean functions.

In this paper, we prove an almost quadratic lower bound for quantum formula size. The key step in

the derivation of this lower bound is the extension of Nechiporuk’s method to quantum formulas; for a

detailed discussion of Nechiporuk’s method in the Boolean setting see [11, 26]. Nechiporuk’s method has

been used in several different areas of Boolean complexity (e.g., see [11] for details). It has also been

applied to models where the gates do not take on binary or discrete values, but the input/output map still

corresponds to a Boolean function. For example, in [23] thismethod has been used to get a lower bound

for arithmetic and threshold formulas. The challenging part of this method is a step that we shall refer

to as “path squeezing” (see§4 for the exact meaning of it). Although in the case of Booleangates, this

part can be solved easily, in the case of analog circuits it isfar from obvious (see [23]). For the quantum

formulas “path squeezing” becomes even more complicated, because here we should take care of any

quantum entanglementand interference phenomena. We show that it is still possible to squeeze a path with

arbitrary number of constant inputs to a path with a fixed number of inputs. This leads to a lower bound

of Ω(n2/ log2 n) on the size of quantum formulas computing a class of explicitfunctions. For example,

we get such a bound for the Element Distinctness function EDn. The input of EDn, for n = 2ℓ log ℓ, is of

the form(z1, . . . , zℓ), where eachzj is a string of2 log ℓ bits. Then EDn(z1, . . . , zℓ) = 1 if and only if

all these strings are pair wise distinct.

In the end of the paper we compare the powers of quantum formulas and Booleancircuits. Surprisingly,

in some sense quantum formulas are not more powerful than Boolean circuits. Any quantum formula

of size s and depthd can be approximated by a Boolean circuit of sizeO(s log s log log s) and depth

O(d log log s). Similar results are not known, and most probably are not true, for quantum circuits and

other models which are depending on real number parameters (like arithmetic circuits [23]). The key idea

for this simulation is that the computation of a quantum formula on an input (which is a pure state in the
1There are exponential lower bounds on the time of quantum computation for the black–box model (see, e.g., [3]), but they

do not apply to the size of quantum circuits.
2The value of MAJn(x1, . . . , xn) is 1 if at least⌈n/2⌉ of inputs are 1.
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Hilbert space) can be described as performing a sequence of unitary operations on4 × 4 density matrices

of mixed states.

In this paper we use the notation| · | for two different purposes. Whenα is a complex number,|α|
denotes the absolute value ofα; i.e., |α| =

√
α · α∗. While if X is a set then|X| denotes the cardinality

of X.

2 Preliminaries

A quantum circuitis defined as a straightforward generalization of acyclic classical (Boolean) circuit (see

[10]). For constructing a quantum circuit, we begin with abasisof quantum gates as elementary gates.

Each elementary gateg with d inputs represents a unitary operationUg ∈ U(2d), whereU(m) denotes the

group ofm×m unitary complex matrices. The gates are interconnected by quantum “wires”. Each wire

represents a quantum bit,qubit, which is a 2–state quantum system represented by a unit vector in C
2. Let

{|0〉 , |1〉} be the standard orthonormal basis ofC
2. The |0〉 and |1〉 values of a qubit correspond to the

classical Boolean0 and1 values, but a qubit can also be in a superposition of the formα |0〉+β |1〉, where

α, β ∈ C and |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. Note that the output of such gate, in general, is not a tensorproduct of

its inputs, but anentangled state; e.g., a state like1√
2
|00〉 + 1√

2
|11〉 which can not be written as a tensor

product.

If the circuit hasm inputs, then for eachd–input gateg, the unitary operationUg ∈ U(2d) can be

considered in a natural way as an operator inU(2m) by acting as the identity operator on the other(m−d)
qubits. Hence, a quantum circuit withm inputs computes a unitary operator inU(2m), which is the product

of successive unitary operators defined by successive gates.

Thesizeof a quantum circuitC, denoted bysize(C), is the number of gates occurring inC. Thedepth

of C, denoted bydepth(C), is the length of the longest path inC from an input to an output gate.

In this paper, we consider quantum circuits that compute Boolean functions. Consider a quantum

circuitC with m inputs. Suppose thatC computes the unitary operatorUC ∈ U(2m). We sayC computes

the Boolean functionf : {0, 1}n −→ {0, 1} if the following holds. The inputs are labeled by the variables

x1, x2, . . . , xn or the constants|0〉 or |1〉 (different inputs may be labeled by the same variablexj). We

consider one of the output wires, say the first one, as the output of the circuit. To compute the value of

the circuit at(a1, . . . , an) ∈ {0, 1}n, let the value of each input wire with labelxj be |aj〉. These inputs,

along with the constant inputs to the circuit, define a unit vector |α〉 in C
2m

. In fact this vector is a standard

basis vector of the following form (up to some repetitions and a permutation)

|α〉 = |a1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |an〉 ⊗ |0〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |1〉 .

The action of the circuitC on the input|α〉 is the same asUC(|α〉). Note that sinceUC is unitary,

‖UC(|α〉)‖ = 1. We decompose the vectorUC(|α〉) ∈ C
2m

with respect to the output qubit. Let the result
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Figure 1: Quantum circuits and their computation graphs; the top circuit is not a formula while the bottom

one is a formula.

be

UC(|α〉) = |0〉 ⊗ |A0,α〉 + |1〉 ⊗ |A1,α〉 .

Then we define theprobability thatC outputs 1 (on the inputα) aspα = ‖|A1,α〉‖2, i.e., the square of the

length of|A1,α〉 ∈ C
2m−1

. Finally, we say that the quantum circuitC computes the Boolean functionf if

for everyα ∈ {0, 1}n, if f(α) = 1 thenpα > 2/3 and iff(α) = 0 thenpα < 1/3.

Following Yao [27], we define quantum formulas as a subclass of quantum circuits. A quantum circuit

C is a formula if for every input there is a unique path that connects it to the output qubit. To make this

definition more clear we define thecomputation graphof C, denoted byGC . The nodes ofGC correspond

to a subset of the gates ofC. We start with the output gate ofC, i.e., the gate which provides the output

qubit, and let it be a node ofGC . Once a nodev belongs toGC then all gates inC that provide inputs to

v are considered as adjacent nodes ofv in GC . ThenC is a formula if the graphGC is a tree. Figure 1

provides examples of quantum circuits of both kinds, i.e., circuits that are also quantum formulas, and

circuits that are not formulas.

All circuits that we consider are over some fixed quantum basis. The lower bound does not depend on

the basis; the only condition is that the number of inputs (and so the number of outputs) of each gate be

bounded by some fixed constant number (this condition is usually considered as part of the definition of a

quantum basis). For example, this basis can be the set of all 2–input 2–output quantum gates, and as as it

is shown in [2], this basis is universal for computation withquantum circuits.
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It is well–known that any Boolean circuit can be efficiently simulated by a quantum circuit over a

universal basis. Indeed, for this purpose, the 3–bitToffoli gateis enough (see, e.g., [4, 17]). Similarly,

any Boolean formula can be efficiently simulated by a quantumformula using only Toffoli gate or a basis

universal for classical computation. In the special case, from [24] it follows that there is a polynomial–size

log–depth quantumformula computing the majority functionMAJn. This fact implies that for quantum

formulas over reasonable bases (i.e., universal for classical computation) the threshold probability of cor-

rect answer (23 in the above definition) can be efficiently boosted to a numberarbitrarily close to one.

For our proof we also need a Shannon–type result for quantum circuits. Knill [15] has proved several

theorems about the quantum circuit complexity of almost allBoolean functions. We will use the following

theorem.

Theorem 2.1 ([15]) The number of differentn–variable Boolean functions that can be computed by size

N quantum circuits (n ≤ N ) with d–inputd–output elementary gates is at most2cN logN , wherec depends

only ond.

For the sake of completeness, in Appendix we have provided a proof for a slightly weaker bound.

Our approach is different from that in [15] and it seems it is shorter and simpler than the proof in [15].

Although the bound that we get is a little weaker than the bound provided by the above theorem (it is of

the form2O(nN)), our bound results in the same bound of Theorem 2.1 iflog(N) = Ω(n) which is true

for almost all Boolean functions. Thus our result provides the same bound for the complexity of almost all

functions and it is sufficient for the bound we get in this paper.

We also need to consider general orthonormal bases in the spaceC
2n

other than the standard basis. In

the context of quantum physics, we identify the Hilbert space C
2n

as the tensor product space
⊗n

j=1 C
2,

and the standard basis consists of the vectors

|c1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |cn〉 = |c1 · · · cn〉 , cj ∈ {0, 1}.

Fact 2.2 Let |Aj〉 ∈ C
2k

and |Bℓ〉 ∈ C
2m

be unit vectors (forj andℓ in some index sets). If|Aj〉 are pair

wise orthogonal and|Bℓ〉 are pair wise orthogonal then the family

{
|Aj〉 ⊗ |Bℓ〉 ∈ C

2k+m

: j, ℓ
}

is an orthonormal set.

The following lemma, although seemingly obvious, is crucial for the “path squeezing” technique in

the proof of the lower bound.
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Figure 2: Decomposition of a quantum subcircuit acting on disjoint sets of qubits (Lemma 2.3 (a)).
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Figure 3: Postponing the gates (Lemma 2.3 (b)).

Lemma 2.3 (a) Suppose thatC is a subcircuit of a quantum circuit. Let the inputs ofC be divided into

two disjoint sets of qubitsQ1 andQ2. Suppose that each gate ofC either acts only on qubits fromQ1 or

only on qubits fromQ2. Then there are subcircuitsC1 andC2 such thatCj acts only on qubits fromQj
and the operation ofC is the composition of operations ofC1 andC2 no matter in which order they act;

i.e.,C = C1 ◦ C2 = C2 ◦ C1. So the subcircuitC can be substituted byC1 andC2 (see Figure2).

(b) LetC be a subcircuit of a quantum circuit with distinct input qubits q andr1, . . . , rt. Suppose that

only t gatesg1, . . . , gt in C act onq. Moreover, suppose that eachgj acts onq andrj. Then, w.l.o.g., we

can assume that each qubitrj after entering the gategj will not interact with any other qubit until the gate

gt is performed (see Figure3).

Proof. Part (a) is based on the following simple observation. IfM ∈ U(2m) andN ∈ U(2n) then

M ⊗N = (M ⊗ In) ◦ (Im ⊗N)

= (Im ⊗N) ◦ (M ⊗ In),

whereIt is the identity map inU(2t). Note that the inputs of the subcircuitC may be in an entangled

state; but to see that the equalityC = C1 ◦ C2 = C2 ◦ C1 holds, it is enough to check this equality for the
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standard basis and extend it to the whole space by linearity.

Part (b) follows simply from part (a); as in Figure 4, part (a)can be applied on subcircuit consisting of

gatesh2 andh3. Note that in this case also input qubitsrj of gj ’s may be in an entangled state. Again a

linearity argument shows that we have to consider only the case thatrj ’s are in a product state.

The above lemma is special case of a more general fact that operations on one part of a bi–partite

quantum system do not affect the result of operations on the other part (for more details see, e.g., [18]).

3 A new equivalent definition for quantum formulas

Kitaev [14] has brought to our attention that quantum formulas are equivalent to a model that is very

similar to the classical formulas. In this model the inputs and the intermediate results are density matrices.

Each gate is a completely positive trace–preserving super–operator, which maps density matrices of ad–

qubit systems to one–qubit density matrices. The underlying graph, like a classical formula, is a directed

tree; i.e., from each input there is a unique path to the output gate. Thus the output of such circuit is a

density matrix of a single qubit which provides the probability of the output “0” or “1”. To make the paper

self–contained, we first present the definitions of the notions mentioned in this new definition.

By a pure state|α〉 we mean a unit vector in some Hilbert spaceC
2n

. A mixed state{ψ} in C
2n

is

a probability distribution on pure states in this Hilbert space. We denote such a mixed state as{ψ} =

{pk, |ψk〉}, wherepk ≥ 0 and
∑

k pk = 1. Then{ψ} picks the pure state|ψk〉 with probabilitypk.

Thedensity matrixof a pure state|α〉 is the matrixρ|α〉 of the linear mapping|α 〉〈α|; i.e, the mapping

|x〉 −→ 〈α |x〉 |α〉. So, if |0〉 , |1〉 , . . . , |2n − 1〉 represent the standard computational basis ofC
2n

and

|α〉 =
∑

k λk |k〉, then the(i, j) entry ofρ|α〉 is λiλ⋆j . The importance of density matrix is that it suffices

to characterize the quantum state of the system. Specially,this matrix is enough to find the probabilities

of measurements. In general, the result of each measurementcan be represented by action of a projection

operatorP on the given state|α〉, whereP is a projection onto some subspaceE. Then the probability that

the result of the measurement is in the subspaceE is equal toTr(P ρ|α〉).

7



The density matrix of a mixed state{ψ} = {pk, |ψk〉} is defined as

ρ{ψ} =
∑

k

pkρ|ψk〉 =
∑

k

pk |ψk 〉〈ψk| .

Like the case of pure states, the probability that the resultof the measurement is in the subspaceE is equal

to Tr(P ρ{ψ}).

If the (pure or mixed) state|ψ〉 can be written as the tensor product|φ〉 ⊗ |χ〉 then the density matrix

ρ|ψ〉 is equal to the tensor (Hadamard) productρ|φ〉 ⊗ ρ|χ〉.

The next important notion ispartial trace. Consider the Hilbert spacesH1 = C
2n

andH1 = C
2m

and

H = H1 ⊗ H2; soH is isomorphic withC2n+m

. Let

B1 = { |ui〉 : i = 1, . . . , 2n } and B2 = { |vj〉 : j = 1, . . . , 2m }

be orthonormal bases forH1 andH2, respectively. Then

B1 ⊗ B2 = { |ui〉 ⊗ |vj〉 : i = 1, . . . , 2n, j = 1, . . . , 2m }

is a basis forH. Letρ be the density matrix of a mixed state|ψ〉 in the spaceH. It is possible to restrict the

state|ψ〉 to the subspaceH1. The result is apartial traceρ|H1
= TrH2

ρ which is density matrix of some

mixed state in the subspaceH1. We also say that the subspaceH2 is traced out. The partial traceρ|H1

enables us to calculate probabilities of the results of the measurements bearing only on the subspaceH1.

We assume that the rows and columns of the matricesρ andρ|H1
are labeled by the vectors in the basis

B1 ⊗ B2 andB1, respectively. For example,ρ (|ui1〉 |vj1〉 , |ui2〉 |vj2〉) is the entry ofρ at row labeled by

|ui1〉 ⊗ |vj1〉 and the column labeled by|ui2〉 ⊗ |vj2〉. With this notation, the partial traceρ|H1
is defined

as follows

ρ|H1
(|ui1〉 , |ui2〉) =

2m∑

j=1

ρ (|ui1〉 |vj〉 , |ui2〉 |vj〉) .

Again let E be a subspace ofH1. We can identify it with subspaceE ⊗ H2 of H. Let P : H1 −→ E

be the projection operator associated withE. The operatorP can be extended to the whole spaceH in a

natural way as the operatorP ⊗ IdH2
, where IdH2

is the identity operator onH2. Then the probability

that the result of the measurement is in the subspaceE is equal to Tr(P ρ|H1). (For more details on density

matrices of mixed states and the partial trace see, e.g., [8].)

Let C be a quantum circuit. For inputs ofC it is possible to consider mixed states along with pure

states. Toward this end, each input is substituted by its density matrix, and each gateg of C by asuper–

operator g̃ that maps density matrices to density matrices. In fact, if the unitary operator of the gateg is

U , then the action of̃g on the density matrixρ is as follows:

g̃(ρ) = g ◦ ρ = Uρ U †. (1)

8



Lemma 3.1 ([1]) If the gatesg1 andg2 operate on disjoint sets of qubits, then for any density matrix ρ we

haveg1 ◦ g2 ◦ ρ = g2 ◦ g1 ◦ ρ.

First we show that every quantum formula is equivalent to a circuit based on this new definition.

Let F be a quantum formula on a basis ofd–bit gates. Construct a circuitC from F by the following

transformations. In each gateg, performing the unitary operationU ∈ U
(
2d

)
, keep the only output which

is connected to the output and substitute the operatorU by the super–operator[g] = TrH ◦ g̃, whereH is

the(d−1)–dimensional subspace spanned by the qubits removed from the output of this gate. The fact that

the circuitC computes the same function as the formulaF follows from Lemma 2.3. Thus the underlying

graph of the circuitC is the same as the computation tree of the formulaF, where the node corresponded

with the gateg computes the super–operator[g].

Let now C be a circuit based on this new definition. We construct a quantum formulaF from C by

simply substituting each gate ofC, computing the super–operatorT , by a(d + 2)–input (d + 2)–output

unitary gateU , only one output of this gate is connected to the next gate andthe other outputs never interact

with any other qubit. SoF satisfies our original definition of quantum formula. The only thing remains is

to show how we can choose the unitary operatorsU such that the formulaF computes the same Boolean

function asC. The following theorem guarantees the existence of the correct operatorU , for each gate of

C. HereL(H) is the space of linear operators on the Hilbert spaceH and for unitary operatorU onH, the

operatorOU ∈ L(H) is defined asOU (M) = U M U †.

Theorem 3.2 ([7, 13, 16, 20])Suppose thatT : L (H1) −→ L (H2) is a trace–preserving and completely

positive super–operator. Then there are Hilbert spacesG1 andG2, wheredim (G1) = (dim (H2))
2 and

dim (G2) = dim (H1) · dim (H2), and there is a unitary operatorU : H1 ⊗ G1 −→ H2 ⊗ G2 such that

T = TrG2
◦ OU .

We would like to mention that from now on it might be more useful to accept the new modified

definition as the standard one for quantum formulas in the literature.

4 The lower bound

Let f(x1, . . . , xn) be a Boolean function. LetX = {x1, . . . , xn} be the set of the input variables.

Consider a partition{S1, . . . , Sk} of X; i.e.,

X =

k⋃

j=1

Sj and Sj1 ∩ Sj2 = ∅, for j1 6= j2.

Let nj = |Sj|, for j = 1, . . . , k. Let Fj be the set of all subfunctions off on Sj obtained by fixing the

variables outsideSj in all possible ways. We denote the cardinality ofFj by σj .

9



As an example, we compute the above parameters for the Element Distinctness function EDn (see

[6]). Let n = 2ℓ log ℓ (soℓ = Ω(n/ log n)) and divide then inputs of the function intoℓ strings each of

2 log ℓ bits. Then the value of EDn is 1 if and only if theseℓ strings are pair wise distinct. We consider

the partition(S1, . . . , Sℓ) such that eachSj contains all variables of the same string. Thusnj = |Sj | =

2 log ℓ. Each string inSj represents an integer from the set{0, 1, . . . , ℓ2 − 1}. The function EDn is

symmetric with respect toSj ’s; so |Fj | = |Fj′ |. To estimate|F1|, note that if the strings(z2, . . . , zℓ) in

S2, . . . , Sℓ represent distinct integers then the corresponding subfunction is different from any subfunction

corresponding to any other string. Soσj = |F1| ≥
(
ℓ2

ℓ−1

)
> ℓℓ−1.

Theorem 4.1 Every quantum formula computingf has size

Ω

( ∑

1≤j≤k

log(σj)

log log(σj)

)
.

Proof. We give a proof for any basis consisting of 2–input 2–output quantum gates. The proof for

bases with more than two inputs is a simple generalization ofthis proof.

Let F be a formula computingf . Let Σj be the set of input wires ofF labeled by a variable fromSj,

and letsj = |Σj|. Then

size(F ) = Ω

( ∑

1≤j≤k
sj

)
. (2)

We want to consider the formulas obtained fromF by letting the input variables not inΣj to some constant

value|0〉 or |1〉. In this regard, letPj be the set of all paths from an input wire inΣj to the output ofF .

Finally, letGj be the set of gates ofF where two paths fromPj intersect. Then|Gj | ≤ sj.

Let τ be an assignment of|0〉 or |1〉 to the input variable wiresnot in Σj. We denote the resulting

formula byFτ . ThusFτ computes a Boolean functionfτ : {0, 1}nj −→ {0, 1} which is a subfunction of

f and a member ofFj . Consider a path

π = (g1, g2, . . . , gm), m > 2, (3)

in Fτ , whereg1 is an input wire or a gate inGj , gm is a gate inGj or the output wire ofF , andgℓ 6∈ Gj

for 1 < ℓ < m.

To show how we can squeeze paths like (3) (this is the essence of the Nechiporuk’s method), we

introduce the following notations. We consider a natural orderingγ1, γ2, . . . , γt on the gates of the formula

Fτ , and regardFτ as a computation int steps where at stepℓ the corresponding gateγℓ is performed. We

say two qubitsq1 andq2 arestrong companionsof each other at stepℓ if there is a gateγj such thatj ≤ ℓ

10
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andq1 andq2 are inputs ofγj. We say qubitsq1 andq2 arecompanionsof each other at stepℓ if there

exists a sequencer1, r2, . . . , rp of qubits such thatr1 = q1, rp = q2, andrj andrj+1 (for 1 ≤ j ≤ p− 1)

are strong companions of each other at stepℓ (see Figure 5). Ifq1 andq2 are companions at stepℓ then

they are also companions at any step afterℓ. For a gateg = γk, we define theset of companionsof g as

the union of all companions of input qubits ofg at stepk.

Suppose that in the path (3)g1 = γj0, gm = γj1 , the inputs ofg1 areq0 andq1, the output ofγj0 from

the path (3) is the qubitq0, and the input ofγj1 not from the path (3) is the qubitq2 (see Figure 6). Note that

q0 is the companion ofq2 at stepj1. LetQπ be the union of all sets of companions ofg2, . . . , gm−1 minus

q0 andq1 and their companions at stepj1. LetC0 be the circuit defined by the gatesg1, . . . , gm−1 from the

path (3). Suppose that|Qπ| = v and considerC0 as an operation acting onH = C
2 ⊗C

2 ⊗C
2v

. To study

the action of the subcircuitC0, it is enough to consider the action ofC0 on the computational basis vectors

of the spaceH. Therefore, while the inputs ofC0 as a subcircuit ofFτ are in general entangled states, we

only have to study the action ofC0 on the computational basis vectors which are product states. We label

the inputs|α0〉 ⊗ |α1〉 ⊗ |α〉 ∈ H of C0 in such a way that whenC0 acts as a subformula ofFτ then|α0〉,

11



|α1〉, and|α〉 are replaced byq0, q1, and the companion qubits inQπ, respectively. Note that, becauseFτ
is a formula, all qubits inQπ are constant inputs ofFτ and do not intersect any other path like (3). So,

whenC0 acts as a subformula ofFτ , the input|α〉 of the subcircuitC0 is the same for all possible inputs

for |α0〉 and|α1〉. Therefore, let̃C0 be a circuit such that on input|α0〉⊗|α1〉⊗|0 · · · 0〉 ∈ C
2⊗C

2⊗C
2v

,

it first computes|α0〉⊗ |α1〉⊗ |α〉 then performs the action ofC0 on |α0〉⊗ |α1〉⊗ |α〉. Then if we replace

C0 by C̃0 and assign the value|0〉 to the qubits inQπ, then the result is a circuit equivalent toFτ . Suppose

that the act of̃C0 be defined as follows

|α0〉 ⊗ |α1〉 ⊗ |0 · · · 0〉 −→
∑

c0,c1∈{0,1}
|c0〉 ⊗ |c1〉 ⊗

∣∣Aα0,α1

c0,c1

〉
, (4)

whereα0, α1 ∈ {0, 1}, and|Aα0,α1
c0,c1 〉 ∈ C

2v

may be not a unit vector. LetAπ ⊆ C
2v

be the vector space

spanned by|Aα0,α1
c0,c1 〉, forα0, α1, c0, c1 ∈ {0, 1} andd = dim(Aπ). Then1 ≤ d ≤ 16. Let |Aπ1 〉 , . . . , |Aπd 〉

be an orthonormal basis forAπ. Then we can rewrite (4) as follows

|α0〉 ⊗ |α1〉 ⊗ |0 · · · 0〉 −→
∑

c0,c1∈{0,1}

∑

1≤j≤d
λα0,α1

j,c0,c1
|c0〉 ⊗ |c1〉 ⊗

∣∣Aπj
〉
. (5)

Let Mπ be the set of those unitary operations that are performed after one of the gatesg1, . . . , gm−1

on some qubits inQπ before the stepj1. Since qubits inQπ do not interact with any other path of the

form (3), by Lemma 2.3 (b), we can postpone all operations inMπ after we computed the output ofgm.

Let π1, . . . , πk be a natural ordering on the paths like (3) on all paths inPj (i.e., the last gate ofπj+1 is

not performed before the last gate ofπj). Consider the sets of postponed operationsMπ1
, . . . ,Mπk

. Once

again Lemma 2.3 implies that we can postpone operations inMπ1
after the last gate ofπ2; then we can

postpone operations inMπ1
andMπ2

after the last gate ofπ3, and so on. Repeating this argument shows

that we can postpone all operations inMπ1
, . . . ,Mπk

after we compute the output qubit. In this way, the

state of the output qubit, before the postponed operationsMπ1
, . . . ,Mπk

are applied, is of the form

|0〉 ⊗ |M〉 + |1〉 ⊗ |N〉 , (6)

where the first qubit is the output qubit and|M〉 and|N〉 are superpositions of tensor products of orthonor-

mal vectors
∣∣Aπj

k

〉
used in (5). By Fact 2.2, these tensor products of the vectors

∣∣Aπj

k

〉
are unit vectors and

pair wise orthogonal. The unitary operations in the setsMπj
(for pathsπj of the form (3)), which are

postponed to the end, do not change the lengths of|M〉 and|N〉. Thus, as far as the computation of the

Boolean functionfτ is concerned, we can ignore all the postponed unitary operations. For this reason we

construct the circuitFτ from the formulaFτ by eliminating all postponed operations inMπj
, substituting

for each pathπj of the form (3) the companion qubits inQπj
by four new qubits, and the unitary operation

(5) by the operation defined as

|α0〉 ⊗ |α1〉 ⊗ |0000〉 −→
∑

c0,c1∈{0,1}

∑

0≤j≤15

λα0,α1

j,c0,c1
|c0〉 ⊗ |c1〉 ⊗ |j〉 . (7)
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The output of the circuitFτ , instead of (6), is of the form

|0〉 ⊗
∣∣M ′〉 + |1〉 ⊗

∣∣N ′〉 , (8)

where‖|M〉‖ = ‖|M ′〉‖ and‖|N〉‖ = ‖|N ′〉‖. So the circuitFτ computesfτ . Moreover,

size(Fτ ) = O(sj),

and for another assignmentτ ′, the corresponding circuitFτ ′ differs fromFτ only at unitary operations

defined by (7).

The above discussion implies thatσj , the number of subfunctions onSj, is at most the number of

different Boolean functions computed by sizeO(sj) quantum circuits. Therefore, by Theorem 2.1, we get

σj ≤ 2O(sj log sj).

Sosj = Ω(log(σj)/log log(σj)). Now the theorem follows from (2).

We would like to mention that the fact that a path like (3) can be squeezed to a path of constant length

is a special case of the general property of super–operatorsstated in Theorem 3.2.

To apply the general bound of the above theorem, we could consider any of the several explicit func-

tions used in the case of Boolean formulas (see [11, 26]). As we mentioned in the beginning of this section,

we consider the Element Distinctness function EDn. For this functionσj > ℓℓ−1, whereℓ = Ω(n/ log n).

Therefore, we get the lower boundΩ(ℓ2) = Ω(n2/ log2 n) for the formula size.

Theorem 4.2 Any quantum formula computingEDn has sizeΩ(n2/ log2 n).

5 Quantum formulas vs. Boolean circuits

In this section we show that quantum formulas are not more powerful than Boolean circuits. So as a model

of computation, their strength lies between Boolean formulas and Boolean circuits.

Following the idea developed in Section 3, we consider a quantum formula as a quantum circuit oper-

ating onmixed states. For the details of quantum circuits with mixed states see [1, 13]. Before we start the

proof of the main result of this section, we need to see how we can bound errors in quantum circuits with

mixed states. Toward this end we need a suitable norm on super–operators. Each super–operatorT which

maps density matrices to density matrices is a linear mapping of the formL(H1) −→ L(H2), whereH1

andH2 are finite–dimensional Hilbert spaces andL(Hj) is the set of linear operators onHj . Note that

L(Hj) itself is a linear space. LetH be anm–dimensional Hilbert space. There are several norms on the
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spaceL(H), of which we need the following ones. LetA ∈ L(H). We identifyA with itsm×m matrix

(aij). The first norm is

M(A) = mmax
i,j

|aij |.

The usual norm is defined as

‖A‖ = sup
|x〉6=0

‖A |x〉‖
‖|x〉‖ = max

{√
λ : λ ∈ Spec(A†A)

}
,

where Spec(M) is thespectrumof the matrixM ; i.e., the set of the eigenvalues ofM . The other norm is

the trace norm:

‖A‖Tr =
∑

λ∈Spec(A†A)

√
λ.

We need the next norm‖·‖⋆ to define another norm: letT be a linear operator that maps matrices to

matrices; i.e.,T ∈ L(L(H)), then

‖T‖⋆ = sup
A 6=0

‖TA‖Tr

‖A‖Tr

.

The last norm we consider is thediamond norm, defined in [13] and also in [1]. To define this norm, we

consider a Hilbert spaceG such thatdim(G) ≥ dim(H) and we let

‖T‖⋄ = ‖T ⊗ IG‖⋆ ,

whereIG is the identity operator onG. The followings are the basic properties of these norms.

(i) 1
m
M(A) ≤ ‖A‖ ≤M(A).

(ii) ‖A‖Tr ≤ m ‖A‖.

(iii) ‖T (ρ)‖Tr ≤ ‖T‖⋄ ‖ρ‖Tr, for the density matrixρ.

(iv) ‖TR‖⋄ ≤ ‖T‖⋄ ‖R‖⋄.

(v) ‖T ⊗R‖⋄ = ‖T‖⋄ ‖R‖⋄.

(vi) If T = g̃, for some quantum gateg, orT = TrF, then‖T‖⋄ = 1.

The properties (iii)–(vi) are proved in [1, 13].

For any operatorV ∈ L(H) we define the operatorOV ∈ L(L(H)) as

OV (M) = V M V †, M ∈ L(H). (9)

In [1, 13] it is proved that‖OV − OW ‖⋄ ≤ 2 ‖V −W‖ if ‖V ‖ ≤ 1 and‖W‖ ≤ 1. We need the following

general form of this inequality.
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Lemma 5.1 Letdim(H) = m. For anyV,W ∈ L(H) we have

‖OV − OW ‖⋄ ≤ 2m ‖V −W‖ min(‖V ‖ , ‖W‖) +m ‖V −W‖2 .

Proof. We have (forA ∈ L (H ⊗ H))

‖OV − OW ‖⋄ = sup
A 6=0

‖(OV ⊗ IH)A− (OW ⊗ IH)A‖Tr / ‖A‖Tr

= sup
A 6=0

∥∥∥(V ⊗ IH)A (V † ⊗ IH) − (W ⊗ IH)A (W † ⊗ IH)
∥∥∥

Tr
/‖A‖Tr

= sup
A 6=0

‖(V ⊗ IH)A (V † ⊗ IH) −

((V + (W − V )) ⊗ IH)A ((V † + (W † − V †)) ⊗ IH)‖Tr/ ‖A‖Tr

≤ sup
A 6=0

∥∥∥(V ⊗ IH)A ((W † − V †) ⊗ IH)
∥∥∥

Tr
/ ‖A‖Tr +

sup
A 6=0

∥∥∥((W − V ) ⊗ IH)A (V † ⊗ IH)
∥∥∥

Tr
/ ‖A‖Tr + (10)

sup
A 6=0

∥∥∥((W − V ) ⊗ IH)A ((W † − V †) ⊗ IH)
∥∥∥

Tr
/ ‖A‖Tr .

Since‖MN‖ ≤ ‖M‖ · ‖N‖, ‖M‖ ≤ ‖M‖Tr ≤ m ‖M‖, ‖M ⊗N‖ = ‖M‖ · ‖N‖,
∥∥M †∥∥ = ‖M‖, and

‖IH‖ = 1, it follows that
∥∥∥(V ⊗ IH)A ((W † − V †) ⊗ IH)

∥∥∥
Tr

≤ m
∥∥∥(V ⊗ IH)A ((W † − V †) ⊗ IH)

∥∥∥

≤ m ‖V ⊗ IH‖ · ‖A‖ ·
∥∥∥(W † − V †) ⊗ IH

∥∥∥
≤ m ‖V ‖ · ‖A‖Tr · ‖W − V ‖ .

By applying a similar reduction to the other terms of (10), wedrive the following inequality

‖OV − OW‖⋄ ≤ 2m ‖V −W‖ · ‖V ‖ +m ‖V −W‖2 .

We can also drive a similar inequality with‖V ‖ substituted by‖W‖. This completes the proof.

We say twon ×m matricesA = (aij) andB = (bij) areδ–closeto each other if|aij − bij | ≤ δ, for

every1 ≤ i ≤ n and1 ≤ j ≤ m. If them×m matricesA andB areδ–close to each other then

‖A−B‖ ≤M(A−B) ≤ mδ. (11)

The following theorem formalizes the general form of the error bound for quantum circuits when

approximating the unitary operator of each gate. This theorem is actually a generalization of a weaker
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theorem which has appeared in several papers (see, e.g., [1,5, 13]). We need this generalization because

once we substitute any unitary gateS of the original quantum circuit by some approximated gateT , in

general we do not know whether‖T‖ ≤ 1 or not (this is the assumption of the weaker version of this

theorem).

Theorem 5.2 Let Sj, Tj ∈ L
(

L
(
C

2d
))

, 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ, be defined asSj = OUj
and Tj = OVj

, where

Uj ∈ U(2d) is unitary andVj is δ–close toUj . Then

‖Sℓ · · ·S3S2S1 − Tℓ · · ·T3T2T1‖⋄ ≤ eη(d,δ)ℓ − 1,

whereη(d, δ) = 22d+1δ
(
1 + 2dδ

)
.

Proof. First note that

‖Sj − Tj‖⋄ =
∥∥OUj

− OVj

∥∥
⋄

≤ 2d+1 ‖Uj − Vj‖ (1 + ‖Uj − Vj‖) by Lemma 5.1

≤ 22d+1δ
(
1 + 2dδ

)
by (11)

= η(d, δ);

and, by (vi),

‖Tj‖⋄ ≤ ‖Sj‖⋄ + ‖Sj − Tj‖⋄ ≤ 1 + η(d, δ). (12)

Also we have the following simple inequality

‖M2M1 −N2N1‖⋄ = ‖M2(M1 −N1) − (M2 −N2)N1‖⋄
≤ ‖M2‖⋄ ‖M1 −N1‖⋄ + ‖N1‖⋄ ‖M2 −N2‖⋄ (13)

Now, by repeated applications of (12) and (13), we have

‖Sℓ · · ·S3S2S1 − Tℓ · · ·T3T2T1‖⋄ ≤ ‖Sℓ · · ·S3S2‖⋄ ‖S1 − T1‖⋄ +

‖T1‖⋄ ‖Sℓ · · ·S3S2 − Tℓ · · ·T3T2‖⋄
≤ η(d, δ) + (1 + η(d, δ)) ‖Sℓ · · ·S3S2 − Tℓ · · · T3T2‖⋄
≤ η(d, δ) + η(d, δ)(1 + η(d, δ)) +

(1 + η(d, δ))2 ‖Sℓ · · ·S3 − Tℓ · · ·T3‖⋄
...

...

≤ η(d, δ)

ℓ−1∑

j=0

(
1 + η(d, δ)

)j

= (1 + η(d, δ))ℓ − 1

≤ eη(d,δ)ℓ − 1.
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The following theorem is the immediate consequence of the above theorem. Note that for a gateg the

super–operator̃g is defined by (1).

Theorem 5.3 Let C be a quantum circuit composed of the gatesg1, . . . , gs. Suppose that eachgj is a

d–bit gate computing the unitary operatorUj ∈ U(2d). For each1 ≤ j ≤ s, let Vj ∈ L
(
C

2d
)

be a

δ–close matrix toUj . LetTj ∈ L
(

L
(
C

2d
))

be defined asTj = OVj
. For any input density matrixρ0, let

ψ = (g̃s ⊗ IHs
) ◦ · · · ◦ (g̃2 ⊗ IH2

) ◦ (g̃1 ⊗ IH1
) ρ0

be the output ofC, whereHj is the Hilbert space generated by the qubits not involved with the gategj .

Also, let

ζ = (Ts ⊗ IHs
) · · · (T2 ⊗ IH2

)(T1 ⊗ IH1
) ρ0

be the approximated output ofC. Then

‖ψ − ζ‖Tr ≤
(
eη(d,δ)s − 1

)
‖ρ0‖Tr ,

whereη(d, δ) = 22d+1δ
(
1 + 2dδ

)
.

Theorem 5.4 LetB be a quantum basis. Then each quantum formula of sizeℓ and depthd over the basis

B can be simulated with error at mostε by a Booleancircuit of sizeO (ℓ µ log µ log log µ) and depth

O (d log µ), whereµ = ⌈log ℓ− log ε⌉.

Proof. The basic idea of the simulation is to look at the behavior of aquantum formula as a quantum

circuit acting on density matrices of mixed states. We assume, w.l.o.g., that each gate in the basisB is a

2–bit gate.

Consider a quantum formulaF over the basisB; suppose thatF hast inputs (constant or variable) and

computes the Boolean functionf : {0, 1}n −→ {0, 1}. We show that there is a Boolean circuitC that for

any inputa = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ {0, 1}n simulates the action ofF ona. Let |α〉 = |0〉 ⊗ |A0〉 + |1〉 ⊗ |A1〉
be the output ofF on the inputa. Suppose that the first qubit is the output bit. If wetrace outthe non–

output bits of|α〉, the result is a2 × 2 density matrixρfinal = ρ||α〉. Fromρfinal it is easy to calculate

the probability of acceptance ofF. The formula structure ofF allows us to calculate the density matrix

ρfinal without going to the2t dimensional space. The Boolean circuitC finds the density matrixρfinal by

simulating the gates ofF step by step.

Since the trace norm of a density matrix is equal to its trace,it follows that‖ρ0‖Tr = 1, whereρ0 is

the density matrix of the input.
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Now the gates ofF are no longer acting on pure states, but they are acting on mixed states. If the input

of a gategj , (performing the unitary operationUj) is the4 × 4 density matrixρ then the output is the

density matrixρ′ = Uj ρ Uj
†. Of the two output bitsq1 andq2 of this gate only one, sayq1, is connected

to the output bit ofF. So we trace out the system representingq2 and consider the new density matrix

ρ|q1 = Trq2ρ
′ for q1. By repeating this process for each gate ofF we finally get the desired density matrix

ρfinal. The correctness of this process follows from Lemma 3.1.

The Boolean circuitC can simulate the calculations of these density matricesρq1. The only problem

for this simulation is the proper approximation of the entries of unitary matricesUj . If we substitute each

entry ofUj by its first µ = −⌈log2 δ⌉ bits, then we get a matrix that isδ–close toUj . Let F̃ be the

resulting formula and̃ρfinal be the output of̃F. Then, by Theorem 5.3,‖ρfinal − ρ̃final‖Tr ≤ eη(d,δ)ℓ − 1.

So if δ = O
(
ε
ℓ

)
, i.e., µ = O (log ℓ− log ε), then the simulation ofF by F̃ has at mostε error. The

theorem now follows from this fact that addition and multiplication ofm bits numbers can be carried out

by Boolean circuits of sizeO(m logm log logm) and depthO(logm) (see [19, 26]).

Why does this proof not provide a Booleanformula instead of Boolean circuit? The reason is that to

calculateρ′ = Uj ρ Uj
†, we need 4 copies of each entry ofρ. Thus the fan–out of the gates in the Boolean

circuit obtained from the formulãF is 4. This means that the Boolean formula equivalent to this Boolean

circuit, in general, has size exponential inℓ; this size is at leastΩ
(
ℓ3

)
, if the graph ofF is a full binary

tree.

6 Concluding Remarks

We have extended a classical technique for proving lower bound for Boolean formula size to quantum for-

mulas. The difficult part was to effectively deal with the phenomenon of entanglement of qubits. While we

have been successful in extending a classical technique to the quantum case, the challenges encountered

indicate that in general the problem of extending methods ofBoolean case to the quantum case may not

have simple solutions. For example, even the seemingly simple issue of the exact relationship between

quantum formulas and quantum circuits has not been resolved. In the Boolean case, simulation of circuits

by formulas is a simple fact, but in the quantum case it is not clear whether every quantum circuit can be

simulated by a quantum formula. In particular, it is not clear that in the process of going from quantum

circuits to formulas, how we can modify the underlying entanglement of qubits while keeping the proba-

bility of reaching to the final answer the same. We were also able to show that it is possible to simulate

quantum formulas with Boolean circuits of almost the same size. It does not seem that Boolean formu-

las could efficiently simulate their quantum counterparts.So evidently quantum formulas, as a model of

computation, are more powerful than Boolean formulas and less powerful than Boolean circuits. A better
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understanding of the relations between these models remains a challenging problem.

7 Appendix: Counting the number of Boolean functions computed by quan-

tum circuits of a given size

In this appendix we prove the following upper bound.

Theorem 7.1 The number of differentn–variable Boolean functions that can be computed by sizeN

quantum circuits (n ≤ N ) with d–input d–output elementary gates (for some constantd) is at most

2O(nN)+O(N logN).

Our proof is based on Warren’s bound on the number of different sign–assignments to real polynomials

[25]. We begin with some necessary notations.

Let P1(x1, . . . , xt), . . . , Pm(x1, . . . , xt) be real polynomials. Asign–assignmentto these polynomi-

als is a system of inequalities

P1(x1, . . . , xt)∆1 0, . . . , Pm(x1, . . . , xt)∆m 0, (14)

where each∆j is either “<” or “>”. The sign–assignment (14) is calledconsistentif this system has a

solution inR
t.

Theorem 7.2 (Warren [25]) LetP1(x1, . . . , xt), . . . , Pm(x1, . . . , xt) be real polynomials, each of degree

at mostd. Then there are at most(4edm/t)t consistent sign–assignments of the form(14).

We consider the class of quantum circuits of sizeN with d–bit gates computingn–variable Boolean

functions. Without loss of generality, we can assume thatn′, the number of input wires of such circuits,

is at mostd · N . We define an equivalence relation≃ on such circuits: we writeC1 ≃ C2 if and only if

C1 andC2 differ only in the label of their gates; in another word,C1 andC2 have the same underlying

graph but the corresponding gates in these circuits may compute different unitary operations. The number

of different equivalence classes is at most

(
n′

d

)N

≤ (dN)dN = 2O(N logN).

Now we find an upper bound for the number of different Boolean functions that can be computed by

circuits in the same equivalence class. Fix an equivalence classE. We use the variablesa1 + ib1, a2 +

ib2, . . . , aµ+ ibµ, whereµ = d2N , to denote the entries of the matrices of the gates of a circuit C in E. By
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substituting appropriate values to the variablesa1, . . . , aµ, b1, . . . , bµ, we get all circuits inE. On input

α = (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ {0, 1}n, the probability thatC outputs 1 can be represented by areal polynomial

Pα(a1, . . . , aµ, b1, . . . , bµ).

The degree ofPα is at most2N . There are2n polynomialsPα and the number of different Boolean

functions can be computed byC by changing the unitary operators of its gates is at most the number of

different consistent sign–assignments to the following system:

Pα(a1, . . . , aµ, b1, . . . , bµ) − 2
3 ,

Pα(a1, . . . , aµ, b1, . . . , bµ) − 1
3 ,

for α ∈ {0, 1}n. By Theorem 7.2 this number is bounded from the above by
(

4e(2N)2n+1

2µ

)2µ

= 2O(nN)+O(N logN).
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